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WHAT IS NEIGHBOURPLAN JACKSON PARK-BROOKDALE?
The ways in which our cities grow and evolve have significant effects

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME $62,148

on our physical health and the health of our environment. Currently,
there is a growing desire by the public to engage in planning processes,

TOTAL POPULATION 2,030

and at the same time an increased commitment by decision-makers to
have public consultation inform their plans. The NeighborPLAN project is

AVERAGE AGE 42 yrs

supporting three Peterborough neighbourhoods, Jackson Park-Brookdale,
Downtown Jackson’s Creek, and Talwood, as they develop the tools,
confidence, relationships, and language necessary to influence the
services and programs that matter to them.
The NeighbourhPLAN program has been underway in the Jackson ParkBrookdale neighbourhood since the fall of 2017. Through working with
neighbourhood residents, students from Highland Heights, project
partners and city staff, a Portrait of the Neighbourhood has been
created and a Neighbourhood Enhancement Workshop was held.
This toolkit, developed by graduate planning students at Ryerson
University, is a useful resource as the program moves into the
Vision and Plan phases.
The Jackson Park-Brookdale Neighbourhood is located just North of downtown Peterborough, nestled between Jackson Park and the
Brookdale Plaza. Peterborough, also known by the Anishnaabemowin name Nogojiwanong, meaning ‘place at the end of the rapids,’ is the
traditional territory of the Mississauga Anishinaabeg. These lands are covered by the Williams Treaties. All who live here are Treaty
people and have the responsibility to uphold treaty principles and obligations.

ABOUT JACKSON PARK-BROOKDALE
People love living in Jackson Park-Brookdale!
Residents told us they are proud of living next to Jackson Park, like their friendly neighbours, and enjoy the convenience of Brookdale Plaza.
This neighbourhood is a stable one, with a high percentage of single family homes and home ownership, and a median income in line with
Peterborough as a whole. This neighbourhood has many tree-lined streets and is a convenient distance to downtown.
At the same time, residents expressed a lot of concern for their safety as pedestrians and cyclists - high-capacity roads ringing the
neighbourhood mean that it can be hard to move around without a car. People also expressed the desire to get to know their neighbours
better. Finally, many people told us that while Brookdale Plaza was useful, it could be a lot better looking and more welcoming, especially to
people coming on foot or by bike!

CITIZENS’ TOOLKIT - PURPOSE AND GOALS
This booklet contains a citizen’s design toolkit for JACKSON PARK-BROOKDALE. It will introduce some of the basic building
blocks that planners and residents can use to improve neighbourhoods, and then show how they can be applied to your
neighbourhood. This toolkit will enable you to analyze your neighbourhood through a planning lens, equipping you with a set of
planning ideas and design principles to help you REIMAGINE your neighbourhood!
LEARN Understand how planning decisions are made so that you can influence them.
COLLABORATE Communities that work together to find solutions have more success!
SUCCEED Planning processes take time - it’s important to work together and keep pushing for solutions.
It can be hard to know how to get involved in planning your neighbourhood. City planning projects and processes are long
and complex. Having a neighbourhood vision and plan before City projects go out for public consultation allows communities
to more proactively influence what happens. That’s why the Stewart Street pilot NeighbourPLAN project was so successful NeighbourPLAN knew the City of Peterborough was planning on upgrading Bethune Street, so the community developed their
plan and brought it to the City before the City planning process got started. Now Peterborough is using the NeighbourPLAN
project as background for their upgrade to Bethune Street!

Have you ever wondered...
Where stormwater goes?
Why there’s no traffic light at Fairbairn Street & Highland Rd?
Whether Chemong Road can be made safer? How to start a community garden?
Why there’s an empty lot at Chemong Road and Reid Street? Why your neighbourhood streets are so
wide?
Where to park your bike at Brookdale Plaza?
These are planning questions!

How to use this toolkit
1. READ & LEARN

2. DRAW

3. SHARE

We’ve taken places identified by you
as example sites and suggested some
interventions. The toolkit shares some
of the tools that planners and urban
designers use to make places safer,
greener and more beautiful.

We’ve left lots of space you to make
notes, sketches and suggestions of
your own. Please use this toolkit as a
workbook!

We want you to share your ideas and
notes with your neighbours and with us!
• Debate and discuss with your
neighbours,
• Come to the Design Charrette,
• Check website for events and project
updates!

CITIZENS TOOLKIT - PROCESS
The NeighbourPLAN Process
The NeighbourPLAN process has been developed for communities across Canada. It’s a flexible process, adaptable to
local conditions, but the structure is helpful for getting the ball rolling. This process helps people come together to form
ACTIVE COMMUNITIES that create ACTIVE PUBLIC SPACE and safe infrastructure for ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION. The
general process follows three stages.

Phase 1: Portrait

Phase 2: Vision

Phase 3: Plan

Understand how residents use public
space and identify local needs and
interests.

Identify key design priorities based
on the portrait, and explore how they
could be applied.

Support residents in advancing their
ideas and in meaningfully engaging in
formal processes.

GreenUP, TCAT and the Ryerson
Planning Team talked with neighbours
& did background research to
understand the community & its
needs.

The NeighbourPLAN team held
community forum at Highland Heights
School. Based on your input and the
portrait, we’ve developed this toolkit
to help you and your neighbours as
you get involved and shape the plan
for the future of your neighbourhood.

Keep your eyes peeled!
NeighbourPLAN will host several
events this summer, including a
professional design charrette to
finalize the vision and work out an
action plan for how to move the vision
forward.

You can find your neighbourhood
portrait at www.greenup.on.ca

“Wolsely St. and
Donegal St. isn’t
safe for my kids”

We are
here!

JACKSON PARK
BROOKDALE

ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES TO DATE...

Although the March 6th community enhancement workshop was an essential first step in the visioning phase, multiple other
engagement and outreach sessions were held prior to this during the Portrait phase. Below is a glimpse of some of these
activities:

HOW SAFE DO YOU FEEL IN
YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD?
The map below displays resident safety
concerns surrounding neighbourhood streets
that are used frequently by cut through traffic
and cars traveling at high speeds. This exercise
allowed us to narrow down on some of these
prominent sites as potential intervention
examples for this booklet.

Note: Line and
star size represent
number of residents
who reported that
level of perceived
safety

UNDERSTANDING JACKSON PARK - BROOKDALE FROM
YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Throughout the portrait phase, a 3D
model of the neighbourhood was
taken to residents to understand their
perspectives of the neighbourhood.
This exercise helped to identify
important gathering spaces and
spaces for play in the neighbourhood;
including Brookdale Plaza and Highland
Heights Public. It also revealed spaces
of concern, where residents feel afraid
including the intersection of Wolsely
Street and Donegal Street.

GET YOUR PLANNING GOGGLES ON!
Streets look the way they do because
they were planned that way. What does
this mean? If streets are unsafe, or ugly,
they can be planned to be better!
The first step is imagining what
improvements can be made. Second, it
is important to do research and analysis
to make sure the new plan doesn’t have
negative impacts. Then the vision can
be translated into policy. Finally, new
projects can be built that implement the
changes.

OBSERVE THE AREA

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

How do people move? Do they stay for a
while or rush through?
Is it easy for people to get around? How
would you get around if you had to use a
wheelchair?
Are the roads wide or narrow?
Are there healthy plants and trees?
Is the area beautiful or ugly?
Would you feel safe bringing your child
here? Why or why not?

Official Plan - what are the surrounding
land uses? Are there major projects in
the area?
Comprehensive Transportation
Master Plan - what category are the
roads (arterial, local, etc)? What are
the planned bicycling and walking
connections?
Traffic counts - how many people and
cars use this road?
GIS data - how wide are the publicly
owned rights-of-way?
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CROSSING

INTERVENTION SITES
Based on feedback from residents during the portrait phase of the project, we selected these 5 areas of focus to discuss at the
Neighbourhood Enhancement Workshop.

1 Fairbairn Street

This example focuses on the mobility connections needed to
make Jackson Park more welcoming to the neighbourhood.
Concerns about pedestrian safety at the Wolsely/Fairbairn
intersection & Highland/Fairbairn intersection are addressed.

Bicycle Network
Despite great bicycle trails around the neighbourhood, there
aren’t many connections through Jackson Park-Brookdale.
We’ve suggested some links that will make it easy for
potential cyclists - particularly kids and older people - to
safely get around the neighbourhood and City!

2 Wolsely Street & Donegal Street

This example focuses on mobility and pedestrian/cyclist
safety at a central intersection in the neighbourhood. The
changes proposed will increase safety for school kids - a
major concern we heard from residents.

3 Chesterfield Avenue & Wolsely Street

Many people avoid this entrance to Brookdale Plaza because
of the danger to pedestrians. The proposed example here
adds features to ensure pedestrian safety and comfort, while
encouraging drivers to stay alert and avoid speeding through.

4 Chesterfield Avenue and Downie Street
This example seeks to reduce dangerous cut-through traffic,
while transforming the intersection into a public space
through greening. The techniques used here to transform the
excess pavement into community space can be employed
elsewhere in the neighbourhood.

5 Dominion Park & Brookdale Plaza
Dominion Park is the only open space located inside the
neighbourhood, but not many people use it. This example
uses placemaking techniques to transform the entrance of
Brookdale Plaza and the park into a safe and fun community
gathering space for all ages.

WHAT OTHER NEIGHBOURHOOD SITES
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IMPROVED?

Existing + Planned Cycle Network
Existing Multi-Use Trails
City of Peterborough proposed bike
network
Envisioned Cycle Network
(Suggested by NeighbourPLAN)
Suggested multi-use Trail
Suggested bicycle lane

PRINCIPLES
These are the design principles that informed the potential interventions shared in this toolkit. Having principles in design
is important. Shared principles and values can help people with different levels of expertise and experiences find common
ground. Talking openly about the values that we want to see in our community can actually help prioritize the most important
interventions and actions when resources are tight.

ACCESSIBILITY

All plans and projects in Jackson Park-Brookdale should make it easy
for people of all abilities to move, connect, work, shop and play.

Ramps on stairs in
Stockholm help strollers
move

Picnic table with cut outs allow
people in mobility devices to have a
place to rest with friends

CONNECTIVITY

Residents and visitors to the neighbourhood should be able to get
around easily and safely, whether they walk, ride, wheel, bus or drive.

Separated bicycle lanes give
cyclists security

Speed tables make streets
safer by slowing cars

PLACEMAKING

Plans should help create a sense of place and community pride. They
should reflect the history of the neighbourhood, including that of
Indigenous peoples.

Reclaimed public space at
St. George Street and 10th
Avenue, Vancouver

Mural by Anishnaabe artist
Ogimaakwebnes Chief Lady
Bird

Tools for Accessible Design
• Curb cuts at all intersection corners and high
contrast sidewalk edge surfaces for those with
visual impairments
• Frequent rest spots and benches in shaded areas
• Signalized intersections with auditory signals for
wayfinding
• Large print signage

Tools for Connectivity
• Cycling network has safe connections to popular
neighbourhood destinations, paths and trails
• Safe and accessible sidewalks with stops signs,
crosswalks, and pedestrian refuge islands
• Transit network services the neighbourhood well
with multiple transit routes with frequent service and
convenient, safe, accessible and sheltered stops

Tools for Placemaking
• Community participation through public art
projects such as street murals, painted intersections,
and community gardening projects
• Heritage and local history and incorporated into
landscape designs
• Community amenities such as resting locations
and public spaces provide social gathering spaces

PRINCIPLES

The tools we suggest here provide a starting point for the neighbourhood to begin reimagining how public spaces can be
improved to better serve residents.

SAFE NEIGHBOURHOOD

Planning interventions should increase people’s feeling of safety in Jackson
Tools for Safe Design
Park-Brookdale. Public spaces should feel safe, welcoming and comfortable.
• Lighting along intersections, streets, and public
spaces
• Safety and visibility for pedestrians through use
of reflectors, bollards, and proper signage, especially
across school zones
• Traffic calming measures such as speed tables and
Signalized crossing Lawrence Ave. Raised intersection in
speed bumps
residential neighbourhood
E. on the Don Mills Trail

CHILD & AGE FRIENDLY
Young families are moving into Jackson Park-Brookdale as long-time
residents age. Plans should make it safe and fun for seniors and kids to
play and move around.

Ottawa children’s garden transformed unused park

Exercise equipment installed
in parks or wide sidewalks

Tools for Age Friendly Design
• Clear signage for school zones, playground, and
parks making safe routes to children’s destinations
• Creative and playful streetscapes with landmarks
at appropriate heights for all ages
• Age appropriate recreation such as exercise
equipment, chess boards, seating and play areas
• Street furniture: benches, garbage/recycling bins

GREENING

Green spaces are healthier for people and the environment. Projects and
plans in Jackson Park-Brookdale should add green area and enhance
ecological services.

Fairford and Coxwell
Intersection, Toronto (before)

Fairford and Coxwell
intersection (after)

Tools for Greening
• Stormwater infrastructure such as rain gardens and
bioswales which filter and clean ground water
• Green Sidewalks and buffer zones between
sidewalks and roads
• Native vegetation that helps support biodiversity
and creates small habitats, creating a supportive
environment for local ecosystems

EXAMPLE SITE 1: FAIRBAIRN STREET

Fairbairn Street is classified in the City’s road network as a low capacity arterial. However, neighbourhood
residents have expressed that the street experience is quite scary, as a lot of traffic runs through the corridor.
Many choose not to bike on the street. There are a lack of safe connections and access points to Jackson Park,
resulting in lost opportunities for residents to experience the natural landscapes and trails the neighbourhood
has to offer. With a new subdivision being built just north of the neighbourhood, bringing approximately 1,700
new residential units and additional cars traveling along Fairbairn Street, concerns regarding pedestrian and
cyclist safety are rising. The 2012 City of Peterborough Comprehensive Transportation Plan accounts for these
changes by proposing that Fairbairn Street be widened to a four lane road by 2031, reclassifying it as a high
capacity arterial. With Fairbairn Street used as a school route for children traveling to nearby Highland Heights
Public School, design interventions that can increase safety for all modes of transportation are much needed.

NOW

High car speeds & poor visibility
approaching intersection
Dangerous pedestrian crossing
(especially for children!)
No pedestrian/cycle
access to park

Biking is unsafe
No pedestrian crossings from Highland to Parkhill

Suggested Enhancements

The aerial view of the intersection displayed to the left shows some suggested
interventions that could address safety concerns along Fairbairn Street. To create
safe connections between the neighbourhood and park, we suggest:
• Pedestrian activated stoplights at Highland Rd and Fairbairn St
• Bicycle lanes
• Pedestrian connection from Wolsely Street to Jackson Park
• Increased street furniture including seating options

Fairbairn Bike Lanes
A bike lane on Fairbairn will connect
the trails through Jackson Park to
the proposed bike lanes on Wolsely,
allowing cyclists of all ages and
abilities to travel safely.

Jackson Park Trail
A multi-use path along
Jackson Park is one option to
allow better, safer access to
the park.

Pedestrian-activated traffic
signals allow pedestrians to safely
cross at Fairbairn Street and
Highland Street.

REIMAGINED
DESIGN OPTIONS for CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Buffered Bike Lane

2.On-Road Bike Lane

Pros: • Safe for cyclists of all ages
• Reduces risk of collisions
• Greater sense of safety
Cons: • Takes up more lane space
• Can require special maintenance

Pros: • Separates cyclists and traffic
• Inexpensive to implement
Cons: • Less safe than full separation cars can still veer into lane
• Narrow width

3. Multi-use Trail

Pros: • Feels safe
• Popular local solution
• Welcoming to new users
Cons: • Pedestrian - cyclist conflict
• High space requirement

EXAMPLE SITE 2: WOLSELY ST. AND DONEGAL ST.

The Wolsely St. and Donegal St. intersection has been identified as a particularly dangerous by local
community members. The fast traffic along Wolsely St. poses safety risks to children and crossing guards
crossing the intersection on their way to Highland Heights Public School. The only stop signs for the
intersection are on Donegal St., with nothing to stop or slow traffic on Wolsely St.. Further, although there is
a school crossing sign, cars typically do not stop for pedestrians and there is no posted speed limit. There is
no sidewalk or cycling infrastructure on the east side of Donegal Street. The bus stop at this intersection does
not provide a safe and comfortable environment for users. These conditions do not contribute to a pedestrianfriendly environment and do not encourage use of active transportation in the neighbourhood.

NOW
Uncomfortable
bus stop
Drivers often don’t
stop for school kids!

Many feel unsafe crossing

Biking is unsafe

Suggested Enhancements
The aerial view of the intersection (left) shows some suggested interventions that
could address safety concerns along Wolsely Street and Donegal Street.
TO DO:
• A multi-use trail on Donegal makes travel safer for kids.
• Bike lanes on Wolsely Street connect cyclists to broader bike network and to
Jackson Park.

Wolsely Street

Donegal Street

• Public art makes the intersection more beautiful, and encourages all users to
mindfully share the road.
• Brightly painted stop-lines encourage drivers to be alert.
• A raised intersection acts as a traffic calming measure.

REIMAGINED

Painted intersection
encourages drivers to slow down and
be aware, while creating an opportunity
for placemaking.

Plantings and rain gardens,
built by the community,
add beauty and stormwater
management to the
intersection.

A multi-use trail on
Donegal connects
Highland Heights PS
to the bike network.

DESIGN OPTIONS to CALM TRAFFIC at INTERSECTIONS
1. Crosswalks

Pros: • More pedestrian comfort
• Reduce conflict between
pedestrians, cyclists and drivers
Cons: • Works best along with other
traffic calming measures

2.Road Mural

Pros: • Community placemaking
• Can be done by neighbours
• Inexpensive
Cons: • Uncertain effectiveness
• Paint wears off quickly

3. Raised Intersection

Pros: • Effective at reducing collisions
• More drivers yield
• Sense of safety for pedestrians
& cyclists
Cons: • Expensive installation

EXAMPLE SITE 3: CHESTERFIELD AVENUE AND WOLSELY STREET
Chesterfield Avenue meets Wolsely Street at an unusual angle creating wide vehicle crossings.
Community members have identified several challenges related to safety and infrastructure gaps.
This complex intersection is situated near an important commercial hub and an arterial road, and
has tremendous potential to fulfill many of the principles of the NeighbourPLAN project. In this
exercise, the intersection is reimagined as a celebrated entryway into the Jackson Park-Brookdale
neighbourhood that reflects an active community.

NOW

No safe pedestrian
entrance to plaza
Missing sidewalk

No crosswalks
Biking is unsafe
Fast cut-through
traffic

Suggested Enhancements
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TO DO:
• Tighten the intersection to limit
speed and shorten crossing,
• Align the intersection with the
entryway into Brookdale Plaza,
• Raise the intersection and
introduce clearly marked
crosswalks,
• Introduce pedestrian-activated
crossing signs,
• Introduce sidewalks on all sides
of the streets,
• Improve bus stops through
accessible curb cuts, improved
signage, and a bus shelter.

YOUR TURN! DRAW WHAT YOU WANT TO SEE AT
CHESTERFIELD AVE. AND WOLSELY ST

The cross section above shows how much space could be allocated to each mode of transportation on Wolsely Street near
Chesterfield Avenue. How would you distribute the mode share of this street? Let us know by drawing your ideas below!
Widths: Recommended (Minimum)
Drive lane: 3.0 m (3.0 m)
Bike Lane (on road): 2.2 m (1.5 m)
Separated cycle track: 2.0 m + 1.2 m (1.5 m + raised buffer)
Sidewalk: as wide as feasible (2.0 m)

Property Line

Property Line
Existing curb-to-curb distance: 10 m
Public Right-of-Way (ROW): 18 m

YOUR TURN! DRAW WHAT YOU WANT TO SEE AT
CHESTERFIELD AVENUE AND WOLSELY STREET
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WHAT YOU WOULD LIKE
TO SEE HERE!
Here are some ideas, but
create your own too!
- Trees
- Bench
- Crosswalk
- Pathway/sidewalk
- Bikelane
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EXAMPLE SITE 4: CHESTERFIELD AVE. AND DOWNIE ST.
Although situated in a residential area, the intersection of Downie St. and Chesterfield Ave. is subject to
a considerable amount of cut through traffic, with 1000 cars using Chesterfield Ave. per day. With this
in mind, the design of the intersection does not prioritize pedestrian safety, as it has wide turning radii
and missing pedestrian infrastructure.
The public right-of-way (City owned street space) is wider than is necessary for car movement,
especially when measures are implemented to reduce cut-through traffic. Right now, that enables
speeding, and can contribute to flooding because the pavement prevents stormwater from soaking into
the ground.

Suggested Enhancements
EXISTING CURB

TO DO:
Intersection tightening
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• Narrow road widths at intersection to make turns
sharper and act as traffic calming by making drivers
travel at safer speeds
• Transform excess pavement into community space

CU

• Reclaim public space through parkette with seating,
community bulletin board and public art
• New public space will foster sense of place and
promote community interaction.
• Greening elements like new trees and rain gardens
can help alleviate flood risk, and enhance biodiversity
and beautification.

Accessible & safe crossing infrastructure

• All-way stop signs added & relocated
• New and visible pedestrian crosswalks
• Shortened pedestrian crossings
• These features will help increase pedestrian visibility
and safety.

EXAMPLE SITE 4: CHESTERFIELD AVE. AND DOWNIE ST.

NOW

REIMAGINED
DESIGN OPTIONS to RECLAIM PUBLIC SPACE
Intersection parkette
Intersection tightening in
(Millstone Parkette,TO)
Toronto

Image credit: Dave Meslin 2017

Intersection mural

POP UP POWER!
The changes to this intersection don’t need to be expensive or take a long time. With permission from the city, this intersection could
be transformed through a weekend work bee!
What else could you and your neighbours accomplish on a sunny day? Draw it below!

Chalk or paint murals, done by
the community on a sunny day!

Rain garden
installed in
existing green
buffer.

A quick chalk paint
job to tighten the
intersection and
add crosswalks!

EXAMPLE SITE 5: PLAZA ENTRANCE & DOMINION PARK
Brookdale Plaza is the main commercial hub in the neighbourhood and the local shops act as a
vital community gathering space. Currently, there are no safe pedestrian pathways or crossings from
the neighbourhood into the plaza. The rear entrance is located at the point where Bellevue Street
curves with a wide turning radius for cars, however, cars do not utilize much of this turning radius.
This presents a great opportunity to reclaim the space for neighbourhood residents. Dominion Park
is an underutilized parkette located within the neighbourhood. The park space and surrounding
playground do not contain many spaces for residents to sit or engage in activities. Although this
space is primarily used by families, there are a lack of sidewalks as well as curb cuts, making the
space inaccessible. Through enhancements, this area has the opportunity to become a community
anchor point where residents of all ages can engage in different activities.

Suggested Enhancements
TO DO:
• Upgrades to Plaza
entrance

• Fire pit &
seating area for
all-seasons

• New tree plantings

• Public art and
path
• Close off plaza
entrance to traffic

• New playground
• Splash-pad in the
summer and mini ice
rink in the winter
• New sidewalks with
appropriate curb cuts

• Accessible picnic
area

• New lighting
features
• Bike racks for
park and Plaza
users

• Bioswale and
permeable pavers
beautify & reduce
flooding

DESIGN OPTION FOR PLACEMAKING & GREENING
Plaza Entrance
Urban Fire Pits

Dominion Park
Bioswales and Rain Gardens

Trillium Park,
Toronto
Fire in the city might seem risky, but park planners are
realizing that with proper design, they can be safely used while
dramatically increasing the enjoyability of the park in cooler
weather.

Use of Streets

Fairford and Coxwell Parkette,
Toronto
Bioswales and rain gardens manage and treat stormwater, create
habitat for butterflies, bees and birds, and add a splash of green
to city life.

Accessible Equipment
Making parks accessible to
people of all abilities has to
start in the design process.
Often, it doesn’t have to cost
any more - it just takes a little
thought and care.

Splash Pad / Community Ice Rink

Streetsville Main Square
8 80 Cities Project

Jackson Park-Brookdale doesn’t seem like it has a lot of public
space. Actually, it has tons - the streets! Cities all over the world,
from Lisbon to Mississauga, have reclaimed streets to create
public space for neighbourhoods. Whether it’s for a temporary
festival or a long-term solution, streets can be places to play.

Crown Fountain,
Chicago
Splash pads are a great accessible way for kids of all ages to play
with water. Splash-pads can be transformed into ice rinks for
winter fun.

INTERVENTION SITE 5a: DOMINION PARK
PUT YOUR PLANNING GOGGLES
ON AND ANALYZE DOMINION
PARK!
Mark up the picture to the left
as you see fit.
What is missing?

NOW
New sidewalk, picnic area and paths
A new sidewalk on the west side of Dominion Park increases accessibility to
the park for people of all ages and abilities. Extending the sidewalk/paved area
to an accessible picnic area and the splash-pad/skating rink means that those
using mobility devices can enjoy the park too.

REIMAGINED

Splash pads can be turned
into ice rinks in the winter,
allowing 4 season use. Curbless
design allows people using
mobility devices to use it.

newsign
signforforthethepark
parkhelps
helpsto
A Anew
to acreate
sense
of There
place!isItalso
create
senseaof
place!
also providestothe
opportunity
to
an opportunity
rename
the park
rename
the
park
to
better
reflect
to better reflect the neighbourhood!
the neighbourhood!

SITE 5a: DOMINION PARK
Draw It Yourself!
Let us know what you want to see in Dominion Park by drawing it on the image below. Make your plan a winter or summer scene!

EXAMPLE SITE 5b: BROOKDALE PLAZA ENTRANCE
PUT YOUR PLANNING GLASSES
ON AND ANALYZE BROOKDALE
PLAZA!
Mark up the picture to the left
as you see fit.
What is missing?

NOW
A bioswale is a shallow ditch,
planted with native plants that can
withstand wet and dry conditions.
It helps rainwater filter into the
ground. Bioswales and other ‘Green
Infrastructure’ are a less expensive
and more ecologically-friendly way
to prevent stormwater flooding.

By stopping car through-traffic with
bollards, this design extends the park
onto the existing street, making room
for more placemaking and greening.
Peterborough is a winter city, so
it’s important that its public spaces can
be used all 4 seasons of the year. Fire pits
are increasingly used in Ontario to enliven
space all year round.

REIMAGINED

POP UP POWER!
On the left page, we’ve shown some big and bold options to transform the plaza entrance. A lot of those transformations can be
achieved quickly and affordably. With eager neighbours, permission from the City, and partners like GreenUP and TCAT, a little money
can go a long way.
We’ve shown some pop-up and pilot solutions below. What would you add?

A mural celebrating
Chemong’s history as a portage
trail could be a short term goal.
Indigenous organizations and
neighbourhood partners can work
together to make this happen.

Rain garden
installed in
existing green
buffer.

Sidewalk chalk fun!

Planters
and bike
racks to
close off
the road

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Call Laura: 705-745-3238 extension 206
Email: laura.keresztesi@greenup.on.ca

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROJECT
AT GREENUP.ON.CA

Thank you to our Partners & Supporters!

